
Hybrid - 5

The HYBRID-5, an all-new wireless alarm system is 
equipped with the ultramodern microprocessor 
technology. With remote access facility, it helps you 
guard yourself,family, business or premises against 
risks of all kinds, whether you are at home, business 
place or away.

The cellular communicator allows the system to 
transmit a signal to stored contacts in case of any 
intrusion or fire. By sending timely alerts, it ensures 
you keep the system charged at all times. Using your 
phone, you can even arm or disarm it. The siren goes 
on sensing a threat. All this, to provide you an 
assurance that your home or business place is 
secured, wherever you are.

The HYBRID-5 also can be operated using an android 
application. It makes the device very user friendly 
since now the user does not have to type any SMS. 
Also all important notifications like low battery, auto 
activate, etc.

Product Description

Accessories Wireless

Digital Quad Element PIR SensorWireless Gas DetectorIndependent Gas Detector

Shutter Magnetic Sensor Shock Sensor Wireless Remote Controller

Fire / Smoke Sensor Door Magnetic Sensor

Digital PIR Sensor

Sounder
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Security Alarm Manufacturer

1. SMS queuing system for avoid the loss of multiple SMS
2. ROHS pcb
3. AUDIBLE BUZZER indication for the process notification
4. Alert up to 5 mobile number on SMS, Call & App
5. Arm & Disarm via SMS, Call, Remote and App
6. 4 wired zone Compatible to 64 wired sensors
7. 12 hours battery backup
8. 24 Addresable wireless sensor
9. Individual zone can be arm, disarm and 24 x 7
10. Auto arm and disarm feature with DND feature
11. Hard acoustic siren
12.10 remote supported
13. Password protected
14. Resistant to any unknown number
15. Low battery warning via SMS
16. Alert if any sensor or sounder wire broken
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